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Abstract 

Electromagnetic testing methods take an important part in nondestructive testing system. Their main advantages 

are: high testing speed, contactless information pick-up, possibility to conduct tests on strongly corroded and 

rough surfaces. In the state-of the art instruments for electromagnetic testing widely is used digital 

microprocessor technology that made it possible to implement in a portable devices such signal processing 

methods as digital filtration, fast Fourier transformation, wavelet transform, de-trending and etc. The paper 

presents experience of mentioned above methods of signal processing implementation. A number of modern 

eddy-current flaw detectors are considered as an example including VD-90NP, VD-91NM, VD-92NP as well as 

magnetic structurescope MS-10. 
 

Keywords: Eddy-current flaw detector, magnetic structure detector, welded joints testing, digital signal 

processing. 

 

1.  Introduction 
 

Reviewed are several methods of random noise and non-liner trends removal from the output 

signal of electromagnetic flaw detector picked up over discontinuity flaw. 

 

2.  Methods of random noise and non-linear trends removal from signal of 

electromagnetic flaw detector 
 

Several approaches can be recommended to improve efficiency of random noise removal 

from the signal measured by the electromagnetic flaw detector (EFD) when the signal 

corresponds to measured magnetic filed of discontinuity like flaw in steel article.  

Consider the signal measured by transducer containing the additive random trend:  

 

                 (1)  

 

where u0(x) - measured signal without random noise,  

ut  (x) - random trend,  

| x | < ∞.  

 

The random trend of the measured signal is interpolated by a polynomial of power N:  

 

                 (2)  

 

where ck - constant coefficients,  

N ≤ 2.  

 

The values of measured signals from EFD generated by the magnetic field of discontinuity 

like flaw in steel article but without random noise is reconstructed by means of the inverse 

wavelet-transform based on the inversion formula, which is:  
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(3) 

 

 

 

where                                                        [1, 3].  

 

It should be noted that in this case there is one fundamental distinction between the inverse 

transform (3) and the inverse Fourier transform, where almost all significant Fourier 

coefficients are required to be used in order to more or less properly reconstruct the original 

waveform of the measured signal without random noise. 

In contrast to the inverse Fourier transform, the inverse wavelet transform (3) allows to 

reconstruct values of measured signal while using selectable, limited set of the wavelet 

transform coefficients of the measured signal. There are several methods of this approach 

implementation as well [2]. 

In the first method of random noise removal from the signal measured by EFD, in the 

inversion formula (3) used are the smoothed (averaged) coefficients of the wavelet transform 

along the axis corresponding to the displacement parameter b. This method is rather effective 

when use is made of the wavelet transform coefficients of measured signal with small values 

of scaling wavelet function parameter (i.e. for а < 1), for example, the signals from EFD that 

received from the steel article with the narrow surface flaws such as stress-corrosion metal 

cracks.  

In the second method of random noise removal from the signal generated by the magnetic 

field of the discontinuity flaw in the inversion formula (3) used are the wavelet transform 

coefficients of measured signal obtained at the relatively large values of the wavelet function 

scaling parameter (i.e. for a > 1). This method is effective in case of processing of the EFD 

signal measured on steel item with discontinuity flaws such as metal corrosion damages, 

which have smooth transitions and relatively large surface as well as internal discontinuity 

flaws.  

In order to remove the random noise and trends from the measured signal from EFD (Fig. 1), 

it can be recommended the following algorithm of mathematical preliminary processing 

incorporated in software and fully based on the signal wavelet transform [4, 5]. 

Conventionally the process of measured EFD signal mathematical pre-processing 

implementing this algorithm (Fig. 2) can be split in two stages.  

At first processing stage in the measured signal revealed are random trends followed by 

further obtaining of the polynomial form (1) in order to characterize trends and then to 

remove the random trends from the flaw detector signal.  

At the end of first processing stage the measured signal will not contain any random trends, 

but still contains the random noise with practically has constant structure.  

The second processing stage consists of the measured signal wavelet transform with a scaling 

parameter a > 1 and in this case the random noise level in the wavelet transform coefficients 

is negligible.  

By applying of the inverse wavelet transform to the coefficients obtained with the help of 

formula (3) the values of measured EFD signal containing minimal level of the random noise 

and nonlinear trends are reconstructed. 

Fig. 3 shows the results of mathematical processing of the signal with random noise generated 

by magnetic field of the discontinuity flaw in the steel article. 
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a)                                                             b) 

 
Figure 1. Distribution of x - component of the magnetic field intensity of the discontinuity flaw in the steel 

article: (a) - without random noise and (b) - with random noise  

 

When the signal values of the magnetic field of the discontinuity flaw were reconstructed the 

scaling parameter in the wavelet transform coefficients was equal to finite values 

(a = 0.2, 1, 2) while displacement parameter of the wavelet function was varying in some 

limited range symmetrical to zero (for example, | b | < 5). 

 
Figure 2. Algorithm of the mathematical pre-processing of the signal picked up by the electromagnetic flaw 

detector (EFD) 

 



It should be noted that in proposed algorithm of the mathematical preliminary processing of 

the signal measured by EFD, the basic mathematical operations are performed by the 

subprogram for wavelet transform coefficients calculations. This subprogram is frequently re-

called from different blocks of the algorithm. 

This algorithm structure and organization of mathematical pre-processing of the measured 

signal are quite preferable in the software for electromagnetic flaw detectors providing steel 

items quality control in real time (in manual flaw detector VD-90NP and stationary flaw 

detector VD-92NP such algorithm is implemented). 

Fig. 3a shows that in the reconstructed values of the measured signal some portion of random 

noise is still present if the value of wavelet transform’ scaling parameter a < 1. The random 

noise energy decreased greatly while the waveform of the reconstructed signal generated by 

the magnetic field of discontinuity flaw in the steel article significantly differs from the 

measured signal without random noise. 

With the wavelet transform scaling parameter (for a > 1) value increase, the reconstructed 

values of the measured signal generated by the magnetic field of discontinuity flaw differ 

little from the original signal without random noise (Fig. 3b, 3c).  

 

 
                                    a)                                                                                 b) 

 
c) 

 
Figure 3. Reconstructed signal generated by the magnetic field of discontinuity defect in the steel article 

depending on scaling parameter a: 

a) a = 0.2; b) a = 1; c) a = 2; 

Broken curve corresponds to a signal without random noise 

 

In terms of unique dependence of the flaw discontinuity signal wavelet transform coefficients 

from the discontinuity depth and width (Fig. 4 and 5), it is possible approximately to estimate 

the geometric parameters of the metal discontinuity in the electric-welded seam.  



 
Figure 4. Dependence between the wavelet transform’ coefficients of x-component of the magnetic field 

intensity of the internal discontinuity flaw and depth of its occurrence: 

1) -  a = 1; 2) -  a = 2; 3) -  a = 3, 4) -  a = 4 

 

 
 
Figure 5. Dependence between the relative wavelet transform coefficients of x-component of the magnetic field 

intensity of the surface discontinuity flaw and its width: 

1) -  a = 1; 2) -  a = 2; 3) -  a = 3 

 

In Fig. 6 and 7 presented are plots of signals, experimentally measured by the electromagnetic 

flaw detector VD-90NP. They are obtained from various parts of electric-welded seam of the 

metalware fabricated from steel tubes with metal discontinuity defects. 

The diameters of the steel tubes used for metalware fabrication were 100 – 150mm, wall 

thicknesses from 4 to 6mm, the width of the examined zone of the electric-welded seam 

equals 10mm while the height of weld bead did not exceed 3 -5mm. 

The signals were measured in the process of manual uniform scanning along surface of the 

electric-welded seam with the help of attachable transducer. 

Fig. 6a and 7a shows that the signals, measured by EFD over the electric-welded seams of the 

steel pipe, have considerable heterogeneity and random noise level. This can be explained by 

uneven surface of the electric-welded seams and random character of variations of gap 

between the flaw detector transducer and tested metal surface. 



The signals measured by EFD, in their original form, are very difficult for the visual 

(qualitative) analysis and interpretation in addition to complexity (to say more – 

impossibility) of quantitative evaluation of geometric parameters of the discontinuity flaws in 

the metal.  

The studies showed that the EFD measured signals analysis in the signal wavelet transform 

coefficients’ space is the most convenient way (see Fig. 6a and 7a).  

 
а) 

 
b) 

 
Figure 6. Signal measured by electromagnetic flaw detector over the electric-welded seam of steel pipe (a) and 

its wavelet transform coefficients (b) (continued in Fig. 7) 

 

From Fig. 6b and 7b it is clear that the EFD signals wavelet transform coefficients for scaling 

parameter a = 3 have relatively low level of random noise on which background the signals 

relevant to discontinuity flaws in the metal of the electric-welded seam become apparent. 

From presented dependences it is possible to see that the level of random trends contained in 

the EFD signals is reduced significantly.  

In Fig. 6b &  7b the arrows indicate the location of discontinuity flaws in the metal 

correspondent to the local maximums in the distribution of the EFD signal wavelet transform 

coefficients. The following visual and measuring testing of metalware proved the reliability of 

the results obtained by electromagnetic testing of the electric-welded seams. 

For quantitative evaluation of the detected discontinuity flaw depth occurrence in the electric-

welded seam by means of comparison method preliminary were obtained the EFD signals 

measured for the standard specimens with surface defects of cracks type: 0.47mm deep & 

0.11mm wide, and 2.95mm deep & 0.13mm wide correspondingly. For each specimen the 

wavelet transform coefficients with scaling parameter a = 3 were defined. 

The values of local maximums in the distribution of the EFD signal wavelet transform 

coefficients were compared with the values of the wavelet transform coefficients defined for 

the standard specimens containing discontinuity flaws. Based on the comparison results the 

depth and width of the discontinuity flaw in the metalware of the electric-welded seam were 

estimated. 



Analysis of the results of the  electric-welded seams quality control in the wavelet transform 

coefficients’ space based on the signal measured by EFD shows the majority of the detected 

discontinuity flaws are surface cracks with relatively small depth 0.5 – 1mm and width of less 

than 0.1mm. 

 

       
а) 

 
b) 

Figure 7. Signal measured by electromagnetic flaw detector over the electric-welded seam of steel pipe (a) and 

its wavelet transform coefficients (b) (continuation of Fig. 6) 

 

The through-thickness discontinuity flaws and deep cracks in the metal were not detected in 

the process of electric-welded seams tests. The results were verified by further hydraulic tests 

of metalware. 

 

3.  Conclusions 
 

In such a manner obtained results demonstrate that use of wavelet transform applied to signal 

collected from EFD in the process of testing and examination of metalware electric-welded 

seams provides not only reduction of time required for analysis of very noisy signals, but also 

substantially enhance the reliability and validity of results of electromagnetic testing of 

electric-welded seams in steel products. 

Gained by authors experience of measured signals wavelet transform use is practically applied 

in developed instruments: small size eddy current flaw detector VD-90NP and eddy current 

flaw detector VD-92NP designed for testing of pipes’ welded seams in the process of their 

production and for post processing of signals from multi-channel modular eddy current flaw 

detector VD-91NM and magnetic structurescope MS-10.  
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